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21ST CENTURY TALENT REGIONS

BRIEFING DOCUMENT
OVERVIEW
21st Century Talent Regions are places that commit to using a systems approach to attract,
develop, and connect Hoosier talent. Regions are self-defined with regard to their geography and
are working toward building and implementing a plan to increase educational attainment, raise
household income, and grow population.
What does a community need to do to become a 21st Century Talent Region?
1. Commit. Commit to working across geographic lines and across organizations to attract,
develop, connect and retain talent.
2. Organize. The 21st Century Talent Region must organize itself with a designated leader and
regional participation including, but not limited to: local governments, business, K-12 education,
economic development, higher education, non-profit(s), and workforce development.
3. Connect. Once organized, the lead organization for the region can connect with the Office of
Career Connections and Talent to receive assistance in organizing efforts to attract, develop,
connect and retain talent.
4. Build. In collaboration with the Office of Career Connections and Talent and the Indiana
Economic Development Corporation and with technical assistance provided by CivicLab, the
region must build a plan to grow population (attract and retain talent), increase educational
attainment (develop talent), and raise household income (connect talent).
5. Implement. After building a collaborative talent plan, a region must implement the priorities
identified. Following this implementation, a region will receive a 21st Century Talent Region
designation.

THE PARTNERS
The Oﬃce of Career Connections and Talent. As part of his Next Level Indiana Agenda, Governor
Eric J. Holcomb established the Secretary of Career Connections and Talent as a new cabinet-level
position in state government to serve as Indiana’s chief talent and recruiting official. Secretary Blair
Milo and the Office of Career Connections and Talent is dedicated to continuously assessing needs,
identifying promising practices, connecting Hoosier workers to employment opportunities, and
coordinating future priorities to improve the quality and quantity of Hoosier workers to ensure a
skilled and talented workforce within the State of Indiana.
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The Indiana Economic Development Corporation (IEDC) is the State of Indiana's lead economic
development agency. Led by Indiana Secretary of Commerce Jim Schellinger and IEDC President
Elaine Bedel, the IEDC is organized as a public private partnership governed by a board of directors.
The IEDC Board of Directors is chaired by Governor Eric Holcomb and reflects the geographic and
economic diversity of Indiana. The IEDC focuses its efforts on growing and retaining businesses in
Indiana and attracting new business to the state.
CivicLab is a nonprofit institute dedicated to advancing the practice of civic collaboration. CivicLab
emerged from the Community Education Coalition (CEC) in Columbus, Indiana, a nationallyrecognized partnership of education, business, and community leaders focused on aligning and
integrating the community’s learning system with economic growth and a high quality of life. Since its
inception, CivicLab has partnered with over 275 communities and organizations across the U.S. and
trained more than 10,000 leaders of foundations, educational institutions, community government,
corporations, and community development organizations.

THE 21ST CENTURY TALENT REGIONS FRAMEWORK
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A 21st Century Talent Region commits to a comprehensive and systems approach to:
‣ Attracting Talent: Leveraging the power of place to grow the population of the region
‣ Developing Talent: Building a home-grown learning system to cultivate talent and increase
educational attainment
‣ Connecting Talent: Coordinating talent with equitable economic opportunities to raise
household income and earnings
‣ Systems-Building and Equity Focused: Working across the public, private and social sectors
to develop a comprehensive talent approach while focusing on equitable outcomes for all
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GUIDANCE FOR SELECTING A REGION’S INITIAL GEOGRAPHIC BOUNDARY
In contrast to the physical capital that exists in a region’s built-environment, and which remains fixed
within a particular place, talent consists of both human and social capital, which are different kinds of
resources in their form and qualities. In short, talent moves and flows across geographic boundaries.
Attracting, developing, and connecting talent are very different bodies of work, and each approach
engages a distinct group of stakeholders embedded within a particular geographic area.
For example, attracting talent depends on a comprehensive set of place-making strategies,
developing the built and natural environment along with other public amenities. These activities tend
to focus on individual cities, communities, and distinct places. Developing talent requires not only
primary and secondary school systems, but it also relies heavily on institutions of higher learning and
post-secondary education, which are generally more dispersed geographically. Connecting talent to
employers is a different task still as the work is grounded in a region's key economic clusters and
their relevant labor markets and commuting patterns, where each industry may draw its needed
talent from a uniquely defined geographic area. See the example regional map diagram below.
A Talent Region Example: Three Relevant Layers of Geography
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As a consequence, creating a regional talent development system requires three different kinds of
collaborative work concerned with three relevant layers of geography. Regions are encouraged to
determine the appropriate geographic boundaries for its attraction, development, and engagement
strategies and then cast the broadest net possible, encompassing a territory that includes all of the
three individual layers of the talent system. Regions are also encouraged to use any existing regional
relationship(s) like a Regional Development Authority (RDA), Regional Economic Development
Organization (REDO), or other regional strategic planning organization/strategy. It’s important to note,
that the boundary can and will change over time as the talent development system work progresses.
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THE TALENT DEVELOPMENT SYSTEM
The Talent Development System consists of a collection of collaborative tools and frameworks that
supports a region as they build out their various talent strategies. The frameworks are created by a
region with the assistance of the CivicLab team. Each of the available frameworks is described
below.
The Talent Dashboard
CENTU
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TALENT ATTRACTION

CURRENT STATE DATA
Daily Net Commuting
Pattern (2016)

Leveraging the power
of place to grow the
population of the
community and region

Population (2017)

6.8%

Population Growth
Projection (2010-2040)

2010-2017
Population Growth

Net Migration (2017)

Housing Costs
% of Median Income
Life Expectancy
Obesity Rate

COLLABORATIVE PARTNERSHIPS AND STRATEGIES

-241

Envision Columbus: Urban Grocer, Conference Center and Hotel, Crump Adaptive Re-Use, Housing Pilots

HIGH-DEMAND CAREERS AND CERTIFICATIONS
Baseline
Measure

2018
Current

2025
Goal

Population

-

82,040

90,000

Attracted Veterans

-

15

50

Creative Talent

-

4

20

Progress
Trend
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82,040
Veterans Attraction Initiative
18%
Creative Talent Attraction
19.4%
80.3 yrs
33.9%

TALENT DEVELOPMENT
Building a homegrown learning system
to cultivate talent and
increase educational
attainment

SHARED MEASURES

8,131

Talent Attraction Communication Strategy

Entrepreneurial Attraction: Velocities and Elevate Ventures, Fish Tank Co-Working Space

YOUTH

K-12

POST-SECONDARY

ADULTS
ECONOMIC GROWTH REGION 9

Youth Poverty Rate
Youth Uninsured Rate

15%
8%

Population
Ages 0-5
Kindergarten
Readiness

5,349
74%

Enrollments
Completion
Goal per Year

12,526
600

Enrollments
Completion
Goal per Year

4,093
70

Population
Completion
Goal per Year

16,685

KEY ECONOMIC CLUSTERS

Bartholomew, Dearborn, Decatur,
Franklin, Jackson, Jefferson, Jennings,
Ohio, Ripley and Switzerland counties

710

2025 Goal

High School
Graduation Rate

89%

Post-Secondary
Attainment Rate

42.2%

iGrad High School Coaching Initiative

Participants

-

89

100

87%

89%

95%

Graduation Equity Gap

-17.6%

-2.8%

0.0%

Attainment

30.7%

32%

35%

Pathway Enrollments

200

222

240

600

Latino Education and Outreach

Employment
137,230
Entry Level Wage
$10.08
Average Hourly Wage
$19.67

Powerhouse Credentials

Talent Hubs: Adults with No Degree

TALENT CONNECTION
Coordinating talent with
equitable economic
opportunities to raise
household income and
earnings

11.2%
2010-2018 Median
Income Growth

Labor Force
Unemployment Rate
Youth Unemployment
Workforce
Participation Rate
Avg. Weekly Wages

62,838
2.5%
-

Manufacturing
Education
Partnership
(MEP)

STEM Champions and Ambassadors

Champions

24

Work Ethic Certificates

Certificates

112

40

52

Internships and Teacher Externships

Participants

87

15

21

Project Lead the Way and Conexus Indiana Catapult

Participants

456

62

Participants

142

18

Accelerated BSN Program and Clinicals

18

CNA Program

$1,273
Work-Based Learning

Median Income

875

95

Installation and Maintenance

206

2%

25

Mechanical Engineers

103

11%

69

75

Precision Machinists

51

19%

16

20

Industrial Engineers

30

8%

16

20

Healthcare Support Occupations

155

20%

18

16

20

Certified Nursing Assistants

55

21%

-

38

72

Cyber Security/Information Assurance

49

22%

Teachers (STEM)

49

8%

7

2%

9%

$54,165

Job Growth (2010-2017)

23.5%

Average Wage Growth

18.6%

(2010-2017)

Avg.
2024
Annual Job Projected
Openings
Growth
Production Occupations

Architecture and Design

Enrollments

H.S. Grad. Rate

Early-Learning: On My Way Pre-K

Education

76%

Information Technology

43%

ISTEP Pass Rate

Health Care

Free/Reduced Lunch

2016 Educational
Attainment Rate

Manufacturing

42% ➞ 60%

EcO Health
Care Network

IT and Cybersecurity Network

Better Same Worse
Compared to State:
Trendline Over Time:

Existing Strategies

Other Programs
and Pathways

STEM Teacher Development Pilot

-

8

15

Indiana University School of Art, Architecture + Design

-

24

200

New Strategies
New Investment

Architects & Designers
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Organized by a region’s
collaborative strategies
for attracting,
developing, and
connecting talent

Partners provide both
standardized and
customized data to
assess the current state
of the region’s talent
system

A region’s existing
and new strategies to
connect the talent
system together

The shared metrics for
collective goal-setting
and measuring
progress

The region’s key economic
clusters, high-demand
careers, and certifications
derived from the primary
stakeholder voices and
secondary data sources

The Talent Dashboard is a region’s “talent system on-a-page.” The framework depicts: 1) the current
state of a community’s talent attraction, development, and connection efforts, 2) the projected highdemand certifications and well-paying employment opportunities necessary for the future, and 3) the
interrelated connection strategies and shared measures that coordinate and align the talent system.
The dashboard provides a baseline for collecting data to analyze. Once that analysis is complete,
regions can then begin to identify what issues they want to address and develop strategies
accordingly.
The framework creates a shared “way of thinking,” providing a single set of goals and collaborative
strategies, measured in the same way. By using a common systems framework and a common
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process to build-out talent attraction, development, and connection strategies over time, Indiana
communities would be able to “bubble-up” their talent development plans to larger regional initiatives
that could identify common themes and strategies, and invest in shared infrastructure needs.
The Stakeholder Map
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The Stakeholder Map depicts the key stakeholders and initiatives committed to using a
comprehensive systems approach to attract, develop, and connect Hoosier talent.

The Regional Map
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Domestic
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Attraction Strategies
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The Regional Map shows how the comprehensive talent strategies are deployed at a regional level.
The three relevant geographic layers of the talent system are depicted emphasizing opportunity
areas for regional collaboration.
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The Stakeholder Engagement Process

✓Create a Guiding Question

Evaluate the Pilot’s Progress
Based on what is being learned, should we
sustain, improve, scale, or end the pilot?

12

MM

DD

How could we work together to…?

1

Identify Guiding Team Members
Create a Shared Measurement System

Who should serve and coordinate the work?

How will success be measured?

Define the Collaborative Structure

START HERE:

Identify a key
community
issue

11

How might people be organized
to conduct the work?

HOW
Resource the Project
What resources are needed to
conduct the pilot project?

Design a Pilot Project

10

Identify and
prioritize
catalytic projects

Focus on a Few Key Factors
What few, interrelated factors do we believe will
create the conditions to change the system?

3

What five to seven key stakeholders do
we want to engage over the next twelve
months or so to build, strengthen and
rewire their relationships?

Create a Stakeholder Map
Make the key relationships and
interactions visible

Understand the
system by
making it visible

Determine What Needs
to Be Understood

Create a shared
understanding
of the data and
information

Develop a shared
framework for
the future

9

Identify the Key Stakeholders

Establish and
build trusting
relationships

The
Stakeholder
Engagement
Process

Co-create a
shared framework
for the future

Create a Future Framework

Co-convenors, facilitators, content experts,
key stakeholders, backbone support etc.

WHO

Identify the right
people who
want to address
the issue

Conduct a pilot
project with
deliverables
and metrics

Convene the Guiding Team

Define Roles and Responsibilities

Identify whose
relationships most
shape the system

Disciplined
continuous
improvement

What experiments would allow the
stakeholders to experience and test
out new ways of working together?

What future-oriented framework could
visually depict and hold together the
shared work of the stakeholders?

Redesign the
work by rewiring
relationships

2

Why is the system creating the
outcomes that it is? What do we
want to make visible?

4

Map the Existing Work

Create a
picture of the
current state

WHAT

Who is doing what for whom, why
are they doing it, and how is
success being measured?

WHY
Collect the Needed Data

Identify What to Co-create Together

What do we know? What do we not know?

What could we co-create together that no
single person or organization could do alone?

8

5

Collect the Stakeholder Voices
Whose voices are important for us to hear?

Discover What’s Working Well
What can we build on and scale up?

7

Determine the Shared Outcomes
What difference do we want to make in
the short, intermediate, and long-term?

6

Share the Data with the Team
What are we seeing and learning together?

Create a Current State Picture
How could we make the data and
voices visible for other people to see?

The Stakeholder Engagement Process is both a way of thinking and a disciplined way of working
together. The process creates a kind of “community operating system” that guides and shapes a
collective conversation among a diverse group of cross-sector stakeholders. It provides a common
language and a common approach that enables people to develop a shared understanding of a
regional talent system and co-create solutions together at a systems level.

The 21st Century Talent Regions Data Display
The Indiana Office of Career Connections and Talent, Indiana Economic Development Corporation
(IEDC) and CivicLab partnered with Indiana Management Performance Hub (MPH) to develop
the 21st Century Talent Regions Data Display, which increases accessibility and organization
of data impacting how we attract, develop and connect talent, organizes data across a geographic
region the user selects, and informs conversation for leaders to identify and prioritize collaborative
efforts.
Data contained within the 21st Century Talent Regions Data Display is useful to local and regional
leaders working to leverage the power of place to grow population, build homegrown learning
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systems to increase educational attainment, and coordinate economic opportunities to increase
household income.

In the data display example above, dark blue tiles correlate with data points that pertain to leveraging
the power of place to grow the population of the community and region. Yellow tiles correlate with
data points that pertain to building a homegrown learning system to cultivate talent and increase
educational attainment. Light blue tiles correlate with data points that pertain to coordinating talent
with equitable economic opportunities to raise household income and earnings.
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THE TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE ENGAGEMENT PROCESS
The CivicLab Team will facilitate a custom-designed process to serve and support a 21st Century
Talent Region in developing a comprehensive, systems approach to attracting, developing, and
connecting Hoosier talent. The assistance is delivered through a combination of in-person/on-site
regional sessions, as well as through conference calls and web-based support. The following steps
detail the technical assistance engagement process.

✓ Submit an application to the Indiana Oﬃce of Career Connections and Talent

•

Visit the Office of Career Connections and Talent on the web at in.gov/cct. Select the “21st
Century Talent Regions” tab on the navigation menu found on the left side of the screen and
follow the application’s instructions.

✓ Schedule an initial briefing conference call

•

A member of the 21st Century Talent Regions Team will follow-up with the lead contact identified
in the application to schedule a 60-minute conference call to learn more about your region and
provide additional information on the designation and process. The call engages three to five
individuals from the region’s Convening Leadership team including the key contact for the
application and the backbone support organization.
•

Form or identify the teams to lead and develop the regional talent system
Developing a talent system requires a dedicated, cross-sector leadership team who wants to
accept responsibility for the success of the whole system by acting as the glue for collaboration,
serving and supporting the collective work. There are two key roles to play:
A Talent System Guiding Team is responsible for the long-term leadership, governance,
development, and effectiveness of the talent system. It defines, prioritizes, decides, and
sustains. The team should include members from local governments, business, K-12 education,
higher education, non-profit(s), economic development, and workforce development.
A Talent System Working Team is a dedicated facilitation group of about five to seven
individuals whose role is to navigate, coordinate, and build relationships among the stakeholders
within the talent system. They are responsible for the day-to-day coordination of the system. The
primary role involves creating the conditions where stakeholders in the system can rewire their
relationships in a systemic way—fundamentally redesigning the way people work together and
therefore transforming the system itself. The team helps, serves, teaches, and guides.

•

Schedule an initial on-site regional Guiding Team and/or Working Team meeting
CivicLab will work with each 21st Century Talent Region to plan and organize an initial kick-off
meeting for the designation and technical assistance process. Initial meetings are typically halfday planning sessions that may include both Guiding Team and Working Team sessions.

•

Determine the talent region’s initial geographic boundary
A region is encouraged to think, plan, and work across geographic boundaries, casting a wide
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net across its attraction, development, and connection strategies. Regions are also encouraged
to use any existing regional relationship(s) like an RDA, Regional Economic Development
Organization (REDO) or other regional strategic planning organization/strategy. See the section
in this document providing guidance for selecting a region’s initial geographic boundary. The
definition of the region is an important step within the Stakeholder Engagement Process,
especially for collecting data, coordinating efforts within the talent system, and planning for
regional collaboration.
•

Complete the Collaborative Readiness Self-Assessment
The Collaborative Readiness Self-Assessment tool helps regions to determine what components
of the talent system are currently in place, as well as what capacity still needs to be addressed
and built-out.
Results gleaned from the assessment determine: 1) the current state of a region’s talent
attraction, development, and connection efforts, 2) the data and information used by the region
and what still needs to be collected and shared, 3) what stakeholders are currently engaged in
the work, 4) what process is being used to conduct the work, 5) what collective strategies are
already being employed by the community and region, and 6) what new opportunities are
emerging.
The results derived from the assessment are used to create a customized mentoring and
technical support plan that “meets each region were they are at” with respect to the
development of their Talent Development System.

•

Determine the region’s current state data and information needs
Using the results of the assessment, the CivicLab Team will work with a region to determine its
data needs and will identify and engage statewide partners who can supply the necessary
information. Partners include the Indiana Management Performance Hub (MPH), the Indiana
University Public Policy Institute, and the Purdue Center for Regional Development.

•

Co-Create the Talent Development System Frameworks
To help all stakeholders within a region “see” and understand the Talent Development System,
the CivicLab team will co-create with a region’s working team the following shared frameworks:
-

The Talent Dashboard—The What: A region’s “talent development system on-a-page.” The
framework depicts: 1) the current state of a community’s talent attraction, development, and
connection efforts, 2) the projected high-demand certifications and well-paying employment
opportunities necessary for the future, and 3) the interrelated connection strategies and
shared measures that coordinate and align the talent system.

-

The Stakeholder Map—The Who: Depicts the key stakeholders and initiatives committed to
using a comprehensive systems approach to attract, develop, and connect Hoosier talent.

-

The Regional Map—The Where: Shows how the comprehensive talent strategies (attraction,
development, and connection) are deployed at a regional level. The three relevant geographic
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layers of the talent system are depicted emphasizing opportunity areas for regional
collaboration.
-

•

The Stakeholder Engagement Process—The How: A common language and a common
approach that enables people to develop a shared understanding of a regional talent system
and co-create solutions together at a systems level.

Provide customized mentoring and technical assistance sessions as needed
Each Talent Region will receive mentoring and technical support from CivicLab and other
Technical Assistance Partners to build-out the interrelated components of their Talent
Development System—The Talent Dashboard, The Stakeholder Map, The Regional Map, The
Stakeholder Engagement Process, and the Talent System Guiding and Working Teams.
Support would be delivered through a combination of in-person/on-site community sessions, as
well as through mentoring conference calls and web-based support. The support could include,
but not be limited to:
-

•

Co-creating with each community a Talent Dashboard, Stakeholder Map, and Regional Map
Designing the Stakeholder Engagement Process
Building the capacity of the Guiding and Work Teams to serve and support the work
Identifying Technical Assistance Partners who can help individual communities and regions to
build-out their identified talent connection strategies
Identifying data needs
Connecting Talent Regions to one another to learn best practices
Identifying potential policy solutions that would support the work of the communities and
regions in support of developing their talent pipelines

Connect the region to other technical assistance partners
As a region begins to map out its existing strategies for attracting, developing, and connecting
talent, and begins to commit to new initiatives, the CivicLab Team will help the region identify
and engage statewide technical assistance partners who can help to identify best practices,
share learning, and implement a region’s chosen connection strategies.

•

Help the region consider a cascading set of talent development strategies
By using a common set of frameworks and a common process to build-out talent attraction,
development, and connection strategies over time, Indiana communities will be able to “bubbleup” their talent development plans to larger regional initiatives that could identify common
themes and strategies, and potentially invest in shared infrastructure needs. The community and
regional frameworks can then “bubble up” to the state level, communicating with state agencies
about the technical assistance needs of communities, informing policy formation, and better
aligning and coordinating the agencies themselves around a shared statewide talent
development framework.

•

Receive designation as a 21st Century Talent Region from the Oﬃce of Career Connections
and Talent and the Indiana Economic Development Corporation
Timeline for gaining the designation will be dependent on the progress of the region, but can be
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achieved within a few months. Expectation is to have at least twelve (12) regions designated
over the next biennium.
What does a Talent Region look like to the community once it has been designated?
- Students – able to identify a career and education path best fitting them earlier in order to
achieve a post-secondary credential and employment
- Educators – opportunity to further align learning and needs of the community
- Adult workers – able to more easily transition to new career opportunities if impacted by
technology, displacement or other individual circumstances
- Businesses – able to access the talent needed to grow
- Community leaders – better able to access and invest resources to develop, attract, connect
and retain talent

KEY PARTNER CONTACTS
The Office of Career Connections and Talent
Website: www.IN.gov/CCT
E-mail: secretary@cct.in.gov
Phone: 317-234-4311

Indiana Economic Development Corporation
1 North Capitol Ave, Suite 700
Indianapolis, Indiana 46204
Toll-free: 800.463.8081
Tel: 317.232.8800
DMcgrath@iedc.in.gov

CivicLab
For scheduling, meeting support, and assessment assistance:
Amber Fischvogt: afischvogt@civiclab.org
For technical assistance with data and the Talent Development System frameworks:
Jack Hess: jhess@civiclab.org
For mentoring and coaching on team dynamics, collaborative structure, process, etc.:
John Burnett: jburnett@civiclab.org
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